Judging on Tuesday, August 3 as scheduled.
1. Only those who have met the requirements of the electric, small engine or wind energy project are eligible to exhibit in this division.
2. An exhibitor may enter up to three items in this division.
3. Those enrolled in small engines or wind power should consult with the Extension Office for exhibit rules.
H-220– Small Engine
H-330– Wind Power

Electricity Rules:
1. For State Fair exhibits, no hand dipped solder may be used on exhibit.
2. Articles that have been in use should be cleaned for exhibit.
3. A sheet of operating instructions must be furnished for any exhibit that is not self-explanatory.
4. Exhibit must be operable. If battery power is required, batteries must be furnished.
5. Any project with a complexity of size or electronics must have (a) instructions for assembly and use, and (b) equipment available at the time of judging for actual testing of the exhibit.
6. Exhibitors will be notified about judging time schedules by the Extension Office.
H-201-Motor application (i.e. toy motor construction, making motor portable)
H-202-Lighting (i.e. movable work bench, portable outdoor light, trouble light, test lamp, lamp conversion, study lamp)
H-203-Wiring (i.e. wiring display board showing wire sizes and types of wire splices; cord and plug repairs, signal system, switchboard)